What’s waiting for you in Old Louisville?

Stunning architecture!
Secluded walking courts!
Victorian history!
Legends and lore!
19th-century charm!
...and maybe a ghost or two!

With 45 square blocks and more than 1,400 old houses, Old Louisville counts as a veritable treasure trove of American residential architecture from the late 1800s and very early 1900s. Richardsonian Romanesque, Gothic, Italianate, Arts and Crafts, Queen Anne, and Châteauesque are just some of the styles on display.

Come and discover

Old Louisville!

...by day or night!

*20 per person; 90 minutes
*Private and group tours available
*Step-on services for coaches

For more information, go to: louisvillehistorictours.com

Less than a mile from downtown Louisville...

America’s Largest Victorian Neighborhood!

See what everyone is talking about!
Visit this nationally acclaimed historic preservation district!

David Domine’s LOUISVILLE HISTORIC TOURS
departing from...
Smokey’s Bean Coffee Shop
1212 South Fourth Street
Louisville, Kentucky 40203

Phone: 502-718-2764
E-mail: davidram13@gmail.com

Cash and credit cards accepted!

*Mar. 15—Nov. 15
As part of the Oak Street revitalization efforts, Louisville Historic Tours has relocated to 1212 South Fourth Street!

From downtown Louisville, proceed south along Fourth Street until you cross Oak Street. There is plenty of street parking. Meet your guide in Smokey's Bean Coffee Shop.

TOURS ARRANGED DURING OFF-SEASON AS WELL — Just call 502-718-2764!

POPULAR WALKING TOURS...

America’s Most Haunted Neighborhood

Daily at 7:30 PM *

The most haunted neighborhood in America? That’s what many are calling Old Louisville, an extensive preservation district filled with old mansions and strikingly beautiful homes in Kentucky’s largest city. Wherever you go in this eye-popping neighborhood, it seems that a haunted house is not far away. Or a haunted church, a haunted street corner, or a haunted park. Over the last two decades, so many stories of supernatural activity have surfaced here that Old Louisville has gained the reputation as being the spookiest neighborhood in the entire country.

Join a guide for this nightly walk that introduces you to the ghostly past and paranormal hotspots in America’s Most Haunted Neighborhood. Best enjoyed against the backdrop of gas lamps and hidden walking courts, this haunted history tour has received awards and accolades from national and international publications.

LAST-MINUTE RESERVATIONS? No problem.
Call 502-718-2764 for reservations! Cost: $20 per person *Mar.15-Nov.15

America’s Most Exuberant Neighborhood

Daily at 11 AM & 1 PM *

Since it was declared a historic preservation district in the 1970s, many have considered Old Louisville the most architecturally exuberant neighborhood in the country. With more than a thousand old homes, it’s one of the largest as well. Constructed primarily between 1880 and 1905, the residences in Old Louisville showcase a wide variety of styles that incorporate elegant details and stunning design features.

If you like old homes and fabulous architecture, this is a tour you won’t want to miss. A knowledgeable guide will share stories and architectural secrets while you walk the neighborhood and view its most impressive structures. At the same time, you will learn about the bourbon barons, racetrack royalty, and tobacco titans who lived there and hear the stories of how they and other colorful characters made this historic district America’s Most Exuberant Neighborhood.

Bring your well-behaved dog along!